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Abrtract 

In order to be able to meet the goaL of the Stanford Linear 
Collider, a much more preciee timing syrtem had to be imp]+ 
mented. This paper describer the rpecification and design of 
thir ayylte_m, md the reaultr obtained from itr UY on l/3 of the 
SLAC linac. The function8 of variow l lementr are described, 
and a programmable delay unit (PDU) b da&bed in detail. 

With the advent of the new Stanford Linear Collider (SLC), 
a new timing eyydem had to be designed to meet much more 

_ rtringent requirements than the old one.’ To further compficate 
the issue, the new timing rystem haa to coexirt with the old one, 
since the new devicea requiring the improved timing rignala are 
being brought on line over a period of weral years. 

Figure 1 rhowr the SLC syrtem and the overall design and 
performance of the Stanford Linear Collider Control Syrtem b 
discussed in a separate paper at thin conference? The new timing 
system b a rubayrtem within the overall control. 

The rpecification of the new lrystem was to provide timing 
_ r&ala with a precirion of 2.1 nr, in increment8 of 8.4 M  with a 

jitter of less than 1 no, and furthermore to have a multiplicity 
of these signals available at many locations. 

In the linac, tbere are two lines which were conddved for 
carrying the timing information, the main drive line (MDL) 
which carries the 476 MHI RF and the main trigger line (MTL) 
which carries two pulses on it for the old timing. Figure 2 rhowr 
Thematically the two linea and the old trigger timing. Basically, 
the 360 Hs sero cming, in coincidence with a rubmultiple of 
the 476 MHz, initiatea two timing pulseer, an early one known aa 
t minur 1024, which allows early triggering of rlow devices, md 
another pube jurt before beam time to trigger klystrons. The 
timing dgnala are picked off at each rector and d&rib&d by 
the actor trigger generator. 

Becauw the MDL in temperature dabilited, the de&ion wan 
made to use the MDL for the new timing by ruperimpckng a 
fiducial on the 476 MHs ae ahown in Fig. 3 and using the 476 
MHz aa a frequency source for counting. 

The repetition rate of the fiducial ir 360 HI. Figure 4 ahowr 
the logical derivation of the fiducial and of the old timing signale. 
The 360 Hr sero crossing ir anded with 8.5 MHs, a submultiple 
of 476 MHz. 8.5 MHs was choeen because it in the damping ring 
revolution frequency. The anded signal ir fint ruynchronised 
with 476 MHz, to produce the fiducial which b then superim- 
poeed on the 476 MHs. Also, this anded rignal triggen the two 
timing ri&a required for the old ryntem on the MTL. 

The fiducial generator was designed by R. Koontr and G. 
Leger, the Master ‘IXgger Generator and prection delayr were 
designed by A. Wilmunder.s 

l Work  rupported by the Department of Energy, contract DE 
ACXB76SFOO515. 
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Fig. 1. The SLC System. 

In order to be able to uee this new fiducial, use WPM made of 
the fact that there already exirted 30 couplers (1 per sector) on 
the MDL which pick off the 476 MHs for multiplication to 2856 
MHc to the lubboosten to drive the klystrons. An additional 
amplifier m  provided at theme pointa to provide a suitable rig- 
nal for the fiducial detector (FIDO). See Fig. 5. 

The FIDO, deigned by E. Cirmeroa, perform, meral func- 
tions. It deteck the fiducial by arming a were c&ng detector, 
and generAa an internal rignal of fixed length starting at the 
sero croming of the fiducial. Thii signal in used to reset the 
divide by four counters. At the end of the raet, the countem re- 
sume. The outputr of the FIDO are at 119 MHs, with one pulse 
miuing, at the time comsponding to the fiducial. Thir miming 
pulrc im nwd by rubequent module PI their timing reference. 
Figure 6 ir a logical block diagram of the FIDO and also Bhows 
timing details. 

The FIDO pmvida a total of 6 outputr, 4 connected to one’ 
counter, two connated to another. The set of two outputr have 
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the property that if an external device supplies a busy or active 
input, the counter is not reset by the fiducial pulse. The output8 
of the FIDO are -32 mA, i.e., -1.6 V into 50 0. 
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the old’timing system. 
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Fig. 3. The Fiducial superimposed on 476 MHc. 
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Fig. 4. The Fiducial and Timing generation. 

The outputs of the FIDO are currently twed by two CA- 
MAC m&ales, the Programmable Delay Unit (PDU) and the 
Programmable Synchronization Unit (PSU). The PSU, designed 
by H. Kang, described in another paper’ L used primarily at the 
damping rings where the ability to track individual bunched of 

. electrons or positrons for longer than 2.7 ma b required. The 
PDU is used at every location where timing signals are required. 
The PDU specifications are aa follows: 

Input : 

outputr : 

: 

: 
: 

119 MHI pulse train with mhwing 
puBe (from FIDO) 
16 Channel Differential ECL 
Pulse at end of programmed delay 
T, = 67.2 na (fixed) 
T,, Tl = 1.5 na 
Jitter < 1 ns 
20 = Outputs drive 100 t-l terminated 
auxiliary backplane 

Operationally, the delay (if programmed) occun after the 
receipt of the fiducial. Thin delay in programmable in increments 
of 8.4 na. The precision with%spect to the MDL ir 2.1 ns. The - 
PDU may be programmed at any time during the inter-fiducial 
period. If any channel ia programmed, the contents of a register 
ir transferred to a counter just after the receipt of the fiducial. 
The counter rtartr counting and when the count is completed an 
output pulse ir generated. A feature was incorporated called the 
‘reuse” bit. This bit enablea any particular channel to provide 
an output with some delay after every fiducial without having to 
continuously program that channel. Figure 7 is a logical block 
diagram of the PDU (only one channel is shown). 
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Fig. 5. MDL Pickoff and Drive for FIDO. 
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of FIDO and output timing. 
The PDU distributa itr 16 channeL m-differential ECL rig- 

nala together with the 119 MHs on a rpecial backplane within 
each CAMAC crate. Thur any module connected to thin back- 
plane may pick off any timing rignal it requires. Examplea of 
ruch modules are the beam position monitors, parallel I/O pro 
cessora (for klystron control, and phase measurement). 

For timing signals where the 8.4 rur increment b too crude, 
another module called the Vernier Delay Unit (VDU) wan de- 
rigned by W. Pierce.’ The VDU provides the ability under pro- 
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gram control to delay two backplane PDU pulaea or two external 
NIM pulses to be delayed in increments of 100 p over a range 
of 10 III. 

Since the PDU only providea pulses of fixed width, a module 
called the Programmable Width Unit (PWU) wvu daigned by 
W. Pierce to meet the needs of variable width pulsea for mrne 
special applications. The PWU WM de@ed to accept under 
program control either of two group of 6 backplane signal, and 
provide from the front panel pulsea of n x 8.4 M width where n 
ranges from 1 to 220. This module is currently beiig prototyped. 

Fig. 7. Logical Diagram of one PDU channel. 

conclurion 

The new Timing System was indalled in the first ten odors 
of the linac and at the injector and electron damping ring. The 
system haa been operation-al for a year, and has met or exceeded 
all specifications. The timing jitter observed over a short time 
period is of the order of a few tens of p. Work is continuing on 
the timing system, in particular the eynchronication of the linac 
to PEP and SPEAR under the direction of M. Ross. Also a new 
and improved vemion of the PDU L being prototyped. 

The author would like to thk all who contributed to and in 
the design and construction of the Timing System with special 
thanks to D. Bernstein without whom the PDU’s would not have 
been completed in a timely fashion. 
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